LORD PRIVY SEAL AT LARGE
of working out on the back of a menu the location of their
sectors on the Somme. They discovered that they were
opposite each other. Eden has the menu card, and it is still
Exhibit No. i. The informal nature of the talks was duly
stressed, but they were prolonged for another day. On the
February 22 Eden had a round of interviews with Neurath,
and with those essential gauges of the political pressure, the
Ambassadors. He saw the Ambassadors of France, Italy, and
the United States. Finally he saw Germany's grand old man
—the President, Hindenburg—feeble and resigned to the
strange events that surged dimly round him. By August he
was dead, and Hider with a brusque nervousness had con-
signed him to Valhalla.
The Germans assured Eden that their demands were
modest. Their air force requirements were purely defensive.
They still wanted a short-term army of 300,000, but were pre-
pared to control the S.A. and S.S. formations and to establish
their non-military character. The Times gave a hopeful sum-
mary of the visit. The problems did not seem quite so hard,
Germany's attitude was clearer. The Memorandum would
serve as a basis for further discussion. Eden had done well.
On February 25 Eden was in Rome. Once again
there was an impressive round of formal festivity, beginning
with a dinner party at the British Embassy which the French
and German Ambassadors attended, and at which the chief
Italian guest was the impassive Baron Aloisi. Eden at
Geneva in a mere eighteen months was to encounter him
under less favourable auspices. But Aloisi was a professional
diplomatist—indignations and felicitations came alike to
him.
On the next day at 5 p.m. sharp in the flamboyant recep-
tion room at the Palazzio Venezia, Eden had his fetal meeting
with Mussolini himself. It lasted one arid a half hours, and
although its proceedings are wrapped in mystery it has been
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